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HatchTech
Ventilation System

In hatcheries, the ability to control environmental parameters such
as temperature, air flow, and relative humidity levels is essential in
order to produce high-quality chicks. The HatchTech Ventilation
System enables you to do so, and maintain an optimal climate
in every part of your hatchery – from the HatchTech MicroClimer
Setters and Hatchers to the open working areas. The pressurecontrolled system combines the highest bio-security standards with
very low energy consumption, so you will enjoy both peace of mind
and long-term savings.
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The HatchTech Ventilation System is equipped
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Finally, the entire HatchTech Ventilation System
is connected to the HatchTech Management
System. This system manages all the crucial
parameters of your installation, from the
incubators and supporting equipment to the
HatchTech Ventilation System itself. It helps keep
you in complete control of your daily operations,
and can even run comprehensive analyses to
identify the configurations that will be most
energy efficient and produce the highest savings
in the long term. And that is something that can
improve your hatchery’s bottom line even more!
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